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1. ABSTRACT
Multiresolution data structures, such as image pyramids, have many different uses in
image processing and analysis. We present a segmentation algorithm which uses image
pyramids for efficient segmentation of 3D images. The segmented objects are converted
from a voxel to a polyhedral surface representation. Results of experiments on synthetic and
actual CT data are presented, and future enhancements to the algorithm are discussed.
2. INTRODUCTION
The segmentation of CT data is traditionally done by thresholding, that is a binary clas
sification of the image in which those voxels with CT values above some preset threshold are
labeled as object voxels and the rest of the voxels are labeled as background. Thresholding is
a global technique and does not make use of local connectivity information in the image.
Consequently when thresholding images like those obtained from CT studies, which contain
partial volume artifacts 1, regions of thin tissue are often undetected. This is particularly
noticeable, for example, in the appearance of pseudoforamina in thresholded images of the
skull.
We present a cooperative iterative segmentation algorithm for 3D CT images which
requires no user interaction, and which provides a more accurate segmentation than that
obtained by thresholding. A further advantage is that the number of classes into which the
image voxels can be segmented is not restricted to 2 (object and background), and can be
specified by the user.
Once the image has been segmented, it is converted from voxel representation to a
polyhedral surface representation. All the surfaces in the images can be constructed simul
taneously, and various properties of the resulting polyhedra, such as bounding volume and
local surface statistics can be computed very efficiently during the construction.
We describe the results of experiments segmenting synthetic and actual CT images and
further evaluate the efficacy of this multiresolution approach. Finally we outline some addi
tional improvements that we are are currently developing.
3. MULTIRESOLUTION IMAGE PYRAMIDS
A multiresolution image pyramid is a data structure consisting of a sequence of images
of decreasing size and resolution2. A frequently used pyramid is the grey level pyramid in
which the base layer (level 0) of the pyramid consists of the original grey level (tissue den
sity) image. Each layer above the base is constructed by filtering (typically a low pass filter)
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and subsampling the image at the layer below. Among the advantages of pyramid representations is the potential for the reduction of computational costs for various image processing
operations.

4. MULTIRESO LUTION SEGMENTAT ION
It is useful to view the segmentation process as a voxel labeling procedure; each voxel in
the image is assigned label l; drawn from some set of labels {l 1 , • • • ,IN}- This labeling partitions the voxels into segment classes.
We present a segmentation algorithm that uses a data structure consisting of two pyramids, a grey level pyramid, as described in the previous section, and a label pyramid. Lk> the
k-th layer of the label pyramid represents the segmentation of image h at the corresponding
layer in the grey level pyramid. While the grey level pyramid is built bottom-up, the label
pyramid is built top-down, and at the the base layer Lo is the final result, the segmentation of
the original image. For simplicity we describe the algorithm in terms of 3D images, though it
is applicable to images with arbitrary (finite) dimensions.
Once the grey level pyramid has been constructed, an appropriate starting layer k is
chosen. The grey level image h at this level is segmented by an iterative process that we call
local cost optimization which is described in detail in section 4.4 The result of this segmentation is Lk, the labeling at level k in the label pyramid.
Lk is passed down to level k - 1 of the label pyramid by replicating the voxels in each
dimension, that is

(4.1)
The segmentation of the grey level image Ik-l now proceeds. Since the initial labeling
passed down is a rough approximation of the desired segmentation of image Ik-l, a large
percentage of the voxels will already be correctly labeled, with most of the incorrect labels
occurring along segment boundaries. So just a few iterations of the local cost optimization
process are now required to reach to the final segmentation.
This process is continued, working down the pyramids, until the original grey level
image I O at the base of the grey level pyramid has been segmented.
The reason that this coarse-to-fine approach lowers computational costs is that at each
layer m of the grey level pyramid below the starting layer k, the number of iterations of the
local cost optimization process required to segment the image Im will be far smaller than the
number that would be needed if the segmentation were started from scratch. Consequently,
when the segmentation terminates at the base of the pyramid, the total amount of computation will be less than the amount that would have been needed to segment the original image
Io using a direct application of the local cost optimization procedure.

4.1. Choosing the starting level in the pyramid
The choice of which level k in the grey level pyramid to begin the segmentation procedure requires a trade-off between computation speed and the quality of the segmentation.
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In general, the higher up in the grey level pyramid that the segmentation begins, the greater
is the potential savings in computational costs. Generally, the image at this level, lb should
be large enough to ensure that none of the regions into which the original image Io, is to be
eventually segmented, has been reduced to sub-voxel size.
It is not, in fact, essential that all the regions be large enough to appear in the top level
image, the algorithm can often produce a good segmentation even if this isn't so. However,
in our experiments we have found that starting up too high in the pyramid increases the likelyhood of the procedure becoming stuck at some local minimum in the cost space, and produce an unsatisfactory segmentation.

4.2. Gaussian vs. median-filtered grey level pyramids
Two different versions of the grey level pyramid were used in our experiments, the
gaussian pyramid, and the median-filtered pyramid. In a gaussian pyramid, at each layer, the
grey level of every voxel is equal to a gaussian weighted average of the grey levels of a
5 x 5 X 5 block of voxels in the level below. For a median-filtered pyramid, the median of
the grey levels in the 5 x 5 x 5 block of voxels is used instead of their weighted average.
The median-filtered pyramid proved to give better results, primarily since it preserves
the original grey level values. The problem with the gaussian pyramid is that if the grey level
gradient between two adjacent segments is very low, these neighboring segments tend to be
blended together ; conversely, if the gradient is high, a spurious segment is produced along
the boundary between the 2 true segments.

4.3. Segmentation by local optimization of a cost function
The segmentation procedure used at each layer in the pyramids was developed by
Nathan and Peleg3, and Nathan 4 for optimal discrete classification of a set of objects.
The segmentation of an image I(x,y,z), is defined by a labeling L (x,y,z) of the image
voxels in such a way as to minimize a global heuristic cost function
H

=

LR (x,y,z)

+

a

L D (x,y,z),
x,y,z

X,Y,Z

(4.2)

where R is a roughness measure, D is a discrepancy measure (both of which depend on the
labeling L), and a is a weighting factor for D. R (x,y,z) is defined to be equal to the number
of 8-neighbors of voxel (x,y,z) whose labels differ from L (x,y,z), and
D (x,y,z)

where X.
is,

=

(I(x,y,z) - G(X.)) 2

(4.3)

L (x ,y, z), and G (X.) is the average grey level value of all voxels labeled X.. That
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(4.4)

L(x,y,z)=A

In order to compute this global function H separately at each voxel, it is broken into the
sum of local functions h (x,y,z) = R (x,y,z) + a D (x,y,z) for every voxel in the image. Of
course, the local value h (x,y,z) depends upon the labels in a neighborhood of (x,y,z).
The basic step in the segmentation process involves examining a voxel (x,y,z) and relabeling it with the label than minimizes h (x,y,z). That is, for every label I;, let h;(x,y,z) be
the value of the local cost function at voxel (x,y,z) resulting from replacing the voxel's
current label by l;. The new label chosen at (x,y,z) is the label I; such that i minimizes h;. If
a parallel machine is available, this local step can be done simultaneously at each voxel to
increase computation speed.
To attempt to get a global improvement in H, this local updating is performed at every
voxel in the image. This process of updating every image voxel is iterated until it converges
to some final labeling at which stage each voxel has its best label. It is possible that a label
that is optimal in one configuration may not be optimal in the updated one, however in our
experiments we have found that this process does reduce the global value H.
Note that in this segmentation procedure, a segment need not be a connected region in
the image. Thus the average grey level G (>..) can be an average over multiple connected
components.

4.3.1. Choosing an initial labeling

The algorithm works well even when the initial labeling is quite poor - it will still converge quite quickly to a good segmentation. It is useful though to speed up convergence by
starting with an initial labeling that is both a reasonable approximation to the desired segmentation, and inexpensive to compute. Currently the initial labeling is computed by a technique known as optimal quantization 5 which quantizes the different grey levels in the image
into a smaller number of discrete levels (equal to the number of labels) in a way that minimizes the total squared quantization error.

5. EXPERIMEN TS
The multiresolutio n segmentation algorithm was applied to synthetic 3-D images which
are simplified models of CT images of the human head. These images consist of
64 X 64 x 20 blocks of data, made up of of five separate segments, the background, an
outer layer of skull bone, the brain, the eyes, and the remainder of the skull cavity. The grey
levels for these objects were chosen to match those in real CT scan studies. In these experiments we compared the performance of the multiresolutio n segmentation algorithm with a
single resolution version of the algorithm.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results of applying the single segmentation method and the
multiresolutio n pyramid segmentation method to a noisy version of the synthetic head. (Only
one transversal slice of the head is shown, but the actual segmentation was done on the full
3-D image, not on separate slices). Noise has been added to the image as follows. First the
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1 : Single resolution segmentation.

(a),(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2 : Multiresolution segmentation with 2 levels.

Figure 3 : Multiresolution segmentation with 3 levels - final results
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head is constructed with sampling noise having a zero mean gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.1. Additive zero mean gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 1.0 is
then introduced, followed by multiplicative zero mean gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.05.
For both segmentation methods, a, the discrepancy weighting factor used in the local
cost function h (x,y,z) = R (x,y,z) + a D (x,y,z) is equal 0.05.
Figure l(a) shows the result of applying the optimal quantization procedure to the
image data, dividing them into 5 classes. Note that optimal quantization can be considered
the optimal solution to thresholding the image at multiple levels, and so the initial labeling in
this and subsequent figures gives an measure of the best solution obtainable by thresholding
alone. Figures l(b) and l(c) show the segmentation achieved with the single resolution algorithm after the 2nd, and after the 10th (and final) iteration, respectively.
The results of applying the pyramid segmentation algorithm to the same noisy synthetic
data are shown in figures 2(a) - 2(d). Here 2 levels of the pyramid were used. Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) show the initial and final segmentation at level 1 in the pyramid. The initial segmentation is by optimal quantization, and the final result is reached in .'3 iterations. Figure 2(c)
shows the labeling passed down to the base (level 0) of the pyramid, and the final segmentation of the image, which is reached in 4 iterations is shown in figure 2( d).
In terms of the number of local label updating steps required, the total savings achieved
with the pyramid segmentation method in this example is 52.5%. It is also clear that this
method gives a better quality segmentation than that produced by the single resolution algorithm ; the reason for this is that the reduction in the resolution in the construction the grey
level pyramid filters out high frequency noise. In this example, since only 3 iterations are
needed for convergence at level 1, no further gains in speed are obtained by starting the process higher up in the pyramid. In fact, starting one level higher causes the savings in computation to drop to 46.25%, and an inferior segmentation, as shown in figure 3.
Figures 4 • 6 illustrate the effect of changing the discrepancy weighting factor a. Here a
noisier version the synthetic head is used; the standard deviations for the sampling, additive
and multiplicative noise are 0.5, 2.0 and 0.05 respectively.
In figure 4, the results of using a = 0.001 are shown. Figures 4(a) and (b) show the
initial and final (9th) iterations of the single resolution method. The pyramid segmentation
algorithm, using 3 levels, reduces total computation time by 32.6% ; it converges after 4
iterations at level 2, 3 iterations at level 1, and 5 at level 0. Figures 4(c) and (d) show the
first and last iterations at the bottom level of the pyramid.
In the pyramid segmentation algorithm, a is increased by a factor of 5 every time we
move up a level in the pyramid, i.e. at level 0 a = 0.001, at level 1 a= 0.005, etc. By
increasing a in this manner the degree of roughness in the image segmentation increases with
the height of the level at which it is performed. The result is that the algorithm gives a better
segmentation, since smaller details in the original image are not smoothed away (i.e. given
incorrect labels) at the higher levels of the pyramid.
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(c)

Figure 4 : Segmentation with n = 0 .001

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5 : Segmentation with n

(a)

(b)

=

(d)

0.005

(c)

(d)

Figure 6 : Segmentation with n = 0.01
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Figure 7 (a) - (c) : Segmentation of a CT image into 5 classes
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Figure 5 shows the results of using a = 0.005. The single resolution segmentation converges after 8 iterations, while the pyramid segmentation method reduces computation costs
by 9 .4%, converging after 4 iterations at level 2, 4 iterations at level 1, and 6 iterations at
level O. For a = 0.01 as shown in figure 6, the single resolution method requires 13 iterations, and the pyramid segmentation converges after 4, 8 and 7 iterations at levels 2, 1 and 0
respectively to give 30.3% saving in computation costs.
Figure 7 shows the pyramid segmentation method applied to a CT study of a head consisting of 48 slices of 256 X 256 pixels. The pixel resolution within slices is 0.898 mm. and
the interslice distance as well as slice thickness is 1.554 mm. The image has been divided
into 5 segments, using 3 pyramid levels, with a = 0.001 at level 0, and increasing by a factor
of 8 with every level up the pyramid. The number of iterations required for convergence at
levels 2, 1, and O of the pyramid are 4, 10 and 7 respectively, and the final segmentation for
each of these 3 levels are shown in figures 7(a) - (c). The reduction in computation time,
compared with that required by the single resolution algorithm is 19.3%.
Note that the 5 segmented classes in Figure 7, do not correspond directly to different
tissue types. For example, to extract bone from the image we would select those voxels from
the 2 classes with the highest grey level averages (G(X.) in equation 4.4). These 2 classes are
shown in figure 7 as the 2 lightest shades.

6. FROM VOXELS TO SURF ACES
The multiresolutio n segmentation algorithm produces a set of objects classified by the
voxel labeling. Following this step, these objects are converted from a voxel representation to
a polyhedral surface representation based on the winged edge surface model developed by
Baumgart 6. This abstract data type consists of a set of primitive data objects, namely vertices, edges, faces and polyhedra, and a set of abstract operations on the data objects. This
allows for efficient interactive editing of complex, possibly non-simply connected polyhedra,
and makes it particularly attractive for surgical simulation.
The technique used to convert from voxels to surfaces is based on the simple idea of
passing a surface between every pair of neighboring voxels that are in different segment
classes, and is based on an algorithm called the Weaving Wall developed by Baker7 • (An
algorithm called Marching Cubes which was developed by Lorenson and Cline 8 renders surfaces in a very similar manner to the Weaving Wall, although it does not produce connected
surfaces or distinguish between different surfaces).

7. CONCLUSIO NS AND FUTURE DEVELOPME NTS
While the multiresolutio n segmentation methods produces segmentations of images, in
its present form it has a number of limitations. We are currently in the process of improving
the algorithm.
One problem with the method is that even though it can produce a good segmentation
starting with a poor initial labeling, if the initial labeling is bad enough, it is possible that the
process will converge to a local minimum in the cost space that represents an unsatisfactory
solution. This is particularly likely when there are large differences in the sizes of the objects
in the image. A small object can get "lost" in the higher levels of the pyramid, and if its
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average grey level is close to that of a much larger neighboring object, it may not be
recovered lower down in the pyramid. We are investigating methods for recovering information at finer scales that has been lost at coarser ones.
The current measure of roughness assigns the same penalty cost for each neighbor of a
voxel that does not have the same label as the voxel. We plan to introduce domain dependent
information so that we can evaluate roughness with the aid of a compatibility matrix where
the penalty cost reflects some feasibility of two objects being neighbors.
At present one of parameters affecting the quality of the segmentation that has to be
determined a priori is the the number of segment classes. In order to avoid this restriction,
we are currently working on an alternative to the optimal quantization algorithm used to
select the initial labeling - one possible approach is based on the initial classification of the
voxels using the histogram of edge voxels, that is those voxels with high grey level gradients.
We also plan to allow the number of labels to vary between different layers in the pyramid.
One powerful feature of the winged edge surface model is that it explicitly separates the
topology of the surfaces from their geometry. We are planning to exploit this feature to allow
the efficient incorporation of higher-level, domain dependent knowledge into the segmentation algorithm. This higher-level knowledge can be used to improve the original segmentation
by adjusting local geometrical features such as sub-voxel positioning of surfaces and local curvature. Since no subsequent surface reconstruction is required, these adjustments are computationally inexpensive.
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